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Capture Clean Orders, Improve Efficiencies
The Sunquest Patient Service Center (PSC) Portal helps
you manage workflows for specimen collection and exams
not performed in the physician office, or to enhance
the process when versatility and alternative methods of
collection are needed, such as at remote draw stations,
nursing homes or imaging centers.

REDUCE LEAKAGE WITH
CLEAN ORDERS

EASILY RETRIEVE VITAL
INFORMATION

• Input and designate standing and one-time
		 scheduled orders for PSC handling

• Retrieve orders with on-demand patient look up
and search queries across physician offices

• Conveniently access order information at the PSC
		 when the patient presents
• Guard against missed or duplicate draws or exams
• Submit an order electronically from an external
		 ordering system, such as an EMR
• Automatically print the requisition for the patient
		 annotated with the recommended PSC location
name and address, at the physician office
• Offer flexibility to the patient to present at any of
		 the lab’s remote locations despite the 		
		 predesignated selection on the requisition
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• Choose input from a variety of patient 		
demographic fields to retrieve correct
		 patient order
• Enter new orders or modify existing orders 		
for any physician office site defined in PSC,
		 ensuring accurate patient information 		
		 accompanies the specimen to the lab
• Prevent duplicate orders or reduce multiple
		 draws by viewing all available orders across sites
		 for one patient
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Sunquest
PSC Portal
Use the Sunquest PSC Portal to manage standing and
future orders placed in the physician office EMR, Sunquest
Physician Portal, or transmitted from enterprise-EHRs, LIS or others.
Prevent leakage and improve patient and physician satisfaction with
visibility into outstanding patient orders.

REDUCE LEAKAGE

IMPROVE PATIENT SATISFACTION

INCREASE REVENUE

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVTY

INTELLIGENT PATIENT SEARCH

IMPROVE CARE COORDINATION

Part of the powerful Sunquest Atlas suite
TM

Solutions include: Sunquest Advanced EMR Connectivity, Sunquest Physician
Portal, Sunquest PSC Portal and Sunquest Multi-Lab Networking

About Sunquest • The One delivering labs to new heights
Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to laboratories worldwide. With our wide-ranging technical and
cross-discipline expertise, and equally deep business acumen, no one is better equipped than Sunquest to transform your lab to meet today’s
complex healthcare challenges and deliver next-level performance. Since 1979, Sunquest has helped laboratories and healthcare
organizations enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Our capabilities include multi-site,
multi-disciplinary support for complex anatomic, molecular and genetic testing, and support engagement
with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care. Headquartered in
Tucson, AZ with offices in Calabasas, London, Dubai, Bangalore and
Brisbane, Sunquest is a global leader in healthcare
information technology.
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